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EXPERIMENTSMOTIVATION  TSA fusion module

CONTRIBUTION

METHOD

• Our proposed gated degradation model is a unified model that 
encompasses non-blind SR, classical blind SR, and practical blind SR. 

• The gate controller can generate various corner degradation cases and 
complex degradation cases to simulate real-world scenarios.

 We propose a unified gated degradation model that can effectively handle
non-blind, classical, practical degradation cases as well as many other corner
cases.
 We are the first to provide a comprehensive analysis of blind SR with
performance upper bounds on both the classical and practical blind SR
paradigms.
 We show that the baseline networks with the proposed GD model can
achieve superior performance close to the upper bounds.

Three key issues not well examined in previous research:
1. A general degradation model that can cover all degradation cases
2. Strong baselines that can well handle most degradation cases
3. The study of performance upper bounds that can be used to evaluate the
performance of existing blind SR methods w.r.t. distinct degradation cases

ANALYSIS Our method (GD) could generate SOTA quantitative and qualitative results

1) A blind SR network has a 
tiny sacrifice in the 
complex case. 

2) The performance of 
corner cases can achieve 
obvious improvement
compared with the PD 
model. 

3) A blind SR network can 
handle all of the 
degradation types with a 
small performance drop 
compared with the upper 
bound

The practical degradation (PD) just achieves promising results in complex cases.
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